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PERTH INTERNATIONAL ARTS FESTIVAL — PAN.OPTIKUM 

Statement by Minister for Tourism 

DR E. CONSTABLE (Churchlands — Minister for Tourism) [2.02 pm]: I would like to update the house on 
a new event that will be held as part of the Perth International Arts Festival in 2011. Through Eventscorp, the 
state government will support the staging of a free family event to open next year’s festival that features an 
exclusive production. I am very pleased to advise that the internationally renowned and award-winning 
production company Pan.Optikum will come to Perth exclusively as part of the Perth International Arts Festival 
in 2011. Pan.Optikum is a large-scale spectacle performed by a 40-strong cast and incorporates a mix of 
acrobatics, large-screen video effects, pyrotechnics, huge figures and live music.  

Pan.Optikum is an open-air theatre–music company founded in Germany. It is known for its large-scale urban 
performances that integrate spectators in a unique way by removing the space that separates performers from 
their audience. It has performed to great acclaim across Europe, South America and Asia and at the famed 
Glastonbury Festival in England. In Perth, the ensemble will present Il Corso, which has been performed to 
acclaim in places such as Chile. The production will be exclusive, within Australia, to Perth for a minimum of 12 
months. It is a great coup for Perth to host Pan.Optikum. It will be a fitting way to open the 2011 Perth 
International Arts Festival and help cement the reputation of PIAF as a truly international-standard arts festival. 

Thanks to the support of the state government, the performance will be free, making it possible for everyone in 
the community, as well as visitors to Perth for the festival, to enjoy what I am sure will be a memorable 
performance. Pan.Optikum will perform in the Supreme Court Gardens—on the doorstep to the city and river—
to an estimated audience of 20 000 people. 

To capitalise on securing Pan.Optikum, Tourism Western Australia will establish a new marketing partnership 
with PIAF to promote the festival more vigorously throughout Australia and South East Asia. This will involve 
the development of travel packages to Perth as well as advertising and public relations activities to promote the 
festival through mainstream and travel media. The partnership with PIAF is yet another clear demonstration of 
how Eventscorp is striking a balance between sporting and cultural events in the state’s expanding calendar of 
events. 

As a production company of international standing, Pan.Optikum presents a unique opportunity to both promote 
our extraordinary state and provide for unique entertainment that reinforces Western Australia’s new branding of 
“Experience Extraordinary”. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Before the Minister for Culture and the Arts gets to his feet, let me say that the third week of 
parliamentary sitting is always an interesting week when we have three in a row. I have three in a row to start 
with today. Member for Girrawheen, member for Midland and member for Perth, I formally call you all to order 
for the first time. 
 


